SUMMARY
The aim of the article is to present a narrative review of the literature related to the different shade guides available for dental practitioners.

A literature search was performed in the online databases – PubMed, Science Direct, MedLine and Google Scholar with the following keywords – shade guide, shade matching, dental, dentistry. Furthermore, a hand search, including “grey” literature and printed resources available to the authors, was conducted. More than 2100 unique articles, including the selected keywords, were identified. After a critical review and elimination process, 39 of the papers were included.

Dental shade guides are a set of colour standards mimicking the colour of tissues, which dentists aim to restore – tooth structures, gingival tissues or facial structures in facial prosthetics - skin, mucosa, eyes etc. They can be systematized based on the following principles – fabrication process, the material of manufacturing or restoration and according to the tissues, which are restored.

The most commonly used shade guides in the dental practice are structured around Munsell’s 3-dimensional colour system and are aimed at the restoration of tooth colour. The colour standards for gingival and facial restoration are not routinely utilized since they are aimed at specialists in prosthetic dentistry and facial prosthodontics and are underdeveloped to some degree in comparison with the aforementioned.

The contemporary development in aesthetic restorative materials and procedures requires an adequate follow up in the evolution of shade guides since they present the only means of communication between the dental office and laboratory.
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INTRODUCTION
Shade guides used in dentistry are comprised of a set of standard or individually fabricated colour standards, which mimic the colour of dental structures [1]. They are used to visually determine a colour match with natural teeth [2 – 4]. Shade guides can be prefabricated or manufactured individually [5, 6]. Another principle for their classification is based on the material, from which they are made – ceramic based, composite resin based or acrylic based. Depending on the structures of interest, shade guides can be divided into groups for tooth or gingival colour matching or the ones used in facial prosthodontics [7 – 10]. The last two are not routinely used in dental practice and are underdeveloped to some degree since their usage is oriented towards more specialized practitioners.

As a general requirement, shade guides for dental structures should represent the full spectrum of colours naturally occurring in the human dentition. They also need to be logically constructed and the tabs ordered in a way that enables easy usage. As a general principle, each shade tab has an incisal, middle and cervical part, which differ based on the colour density and translucency [11, 12].

Colour determination is an important point in all directions of prosthetic dentistry [13, 14] and the clinical data collected are directed to the dental laboratory at the planning stage of structures [15, 16].

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A literature search was performed in the online databases – PubMed, Science Direct, Medline and Google Scholar with the following keywords – shade guide, shade matching, dental, dentistry. Furthermore, a hand search, including “grey” literature and printed resources available to the authors, was conducted. More than 2100 unique articles, including the selected keywords, were identified. After a critical review and elimination process, 39 of the papers were included.

Development of colour standards
In 1931 Clark was the first person who attempted to scientifically systematize the colours occurring in the natural dentition. In order to achieve this, he arranged 703 shade tabs, which were divided into two groups representing the gingival or incisal area of the tooth’s crown. Those were grouped into 19 degrees for value, 6 for Chroma and 3 for hue, thus the shade guide - “Color Indicator”, which consists of 60 shade tabs was created.

Hall creates a shade guide for porcelain restorations, using the principles, which later became the base for the creation of Vita 3D Master. There are shade tabs arranged according to the value in 3 groups – light moderate and dark. Each of those has 9 tabs positioned vertically based on their Chroma and horizontally based on the hue in 3 rows with different tints [17].
In 1939 VITA Zahnfabrik created its first shade guide - the result of an epidemiological study for determination of tooth shades occurring in the natural dentition. In 1956 VITA Lumin Vacuum Shade Guide was introduced and marked the first attempt at creating a unified colour standard [18, 19]. Since then, numerous dental material manufacturers propose different shade guides [20, 21, 22]. These create a bigger diversity but also confuse practising dentists [23, 24, 25, 26].

In 1976-1978 CIE creates a new colour system called CIELab, classifying all the shades mathematically. This enables the easy and accurate definition of different colours using numeric representation. One of the first clinical implications of the system lies in the development of the VITA 3D Master shade guide.

There are 3 main shade guides used in the daily practice, namely the ones developed by VITA, Bioform by De Trey and Chromascop by Ivoclar. They are based on Munsell’s principles, which divide the colour space into three dimensions – name of the colour (hue), the density of the colour (Chroma), and vitality (value) [8, 12].

Shade guides manufactured from ceramic materials

**Vita Classical, Vita Lumin**

The colour space in Vita Classical is divided into four groups – A, B, C and D based on the dominating HUE (name of the colour). In group “A” these are red and brown, in group B - red and yellow, in group C – grey and in group D red and grey. Each of the “letter” groups has subdivisions indexed with Arabic numbers ranging from 1 to 4, making the total number of tabs 16. (Fig.1) With the increase of the number, the Chroma increases, while at the same time, the value decreases [27].

**Vita 3D Master**

This shade guide consists of 26 tabs arranged in 5 groups according to their value. (Fig. 2) Inside the groups, the shade tabs are ordered along two axes – vertical according to Chroma and horizontal based on hue. The first group has two tabs, the second, third and fourth have seven each, while the fifth has three. Each shade tab has three labels – a number ranging from 1 to 5, showing the group and value level, which decreases as the number increases. The letter M defines a mean colour tone, which is representative for the given value, while R and L are arranged relative to the median colour estimate. The last numeric indicator – 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3 shows the Chroma levels that are increasing incrementally. Three additional tabs are added for bleached teeth – 0M1, 0M2 and 0M3, the latter denoting the value of 0, three levels of Chroma and mean colour tone (M) [18].
There are several improvements of Vita 3D Master shade guide in comparison to Vita Classical:
- There is a wider value range;
- The red spectra has increased range;
- The shade tabs are more equally distributed in the colour space;
- The group distribution is better and more concise [12].

**Vita Linear guide**

In 2006 as a natural development, a new shade guide was proposed – VITA Linearguide. It is based entirely on 3D Master and contains all of its tabs, which are distributed in an innovative manner. Shade tabs are arranged according to their value. The shade guide is further subdivided into six “sub-guides” – one main based on value and five accessories for Chroma and Hue. (Fig. 3) The latter is an attempt to overcome the disadvantages of the previous generations of shade guides. With Vita Classical, shade registration is a one-step process. This presents a difficulty since the correct colour should be chosen among all of the shade guide’s tabs. Shade matching with Vita 3D Master is a three-step process, which also leads to difficulties in the correct shade determination [12, 28].

**Fig. 3. Vita Linear Guide**

With Vita Linearguide shade registration is a two-step process that is easier and quicker. First, the Value-tab from the main (Value) sub-guide is chosen, followed by the actual (Chroma/Hue) shade tab from one of the accessory sub-guides. The process is easier and results in a more precise and quicker shade matching since in each stage, the choice is made between a small number of shade tabs [12].

**Vita Bleachguide 3D Master**

These colour standards are used for shade matching or evaluation during tooth whitening procedures. The shade guide has 15 tabs which correspond to 29 shades approved by ADA. (Fig. 4) The application of a specialized shade guide aids in the more realistic evaluation of the tooth whitening process, while also contributing to the communication between the dentist and the patient [4, 29, 30].

**Fig. 4. Vita Bleach guide**
The shade guide follows the logic of tab arrangement used in 3D Master and uses the Value dimension for determining its structure. The numeric indications ranging from 0 to 5 denote the given Value of the shade tab, while the letter indicator, ranging from M1 to M3, and correspond to the Hue dimension similar to the M group in 3D Master [31].

**Chromascop (Ivoclar Vivadent, Amherst, NY, USA)**

In this shade guide, the colour space is distributed in five groups based on the Hue dimension. The colour-coding is as follows:

- In group 100 - white;
- In group 200 - yellow;
- In group 300 - grey;
- In group 400 - grey;
- In group 500 - dark brown.

Each group has five shade tabs. With the increase in number the chroma of the colour increases and at the same time the value decreases. The Shade guide consists of 20 tabs. The number for each of them is a combination of the subgroup and the other two colour dimensions. As an addition, accessory shade tabs are added for bleached teeth – 010, 020, 030 and 040 [12].

**Bioform**

The overall number of tabs in this shade guide is 24. The colour space is divided into four groups based on the dominating hue – red-brown, yellow, red-grey and grey [12].

**Shade guides manufactured from composite resin materials**

Most of the manufacturers support the claim that the colour of their composite resin or acrylic materials correspond to the ceramic colour standards [32, 33]. Nevertheless, almost all of them have specific shade guides supplied with their materials [12, 34]. The shade tabs made from composite resin materials can be with one or multiple layers depending on the manufacturing process. Sometimes the manufacturers supply “protocols” for mixing of different enamel and dentin masses so that the desired shade can be achieved [35].

The shade tab’s order is analogous to the logic used in the ceramic based shade guides. Disinfecting solutions, heat, polishing and storage time can greatly affect composite resin materials and should be taken into consideration when using these shade guides [27, 36].

Among the more widely used shade guides from this group are Esthetic-X, TetricEvo Ceram and Venus.

**Esthetic-X (Dentsply)**

This shade guide consists of 16 shade tabs with the addition of a universal, universal-light, light-grey and yellow-grey and three tabs for bleached dental tissues [12].

**TetricEvo Ceram (Ivoclar Vivadent)**

The shade guide consists of 11 colour standards, 3 dentin colours, one tab for evaluation of translucency and 4 for bleached teeth [12].

**Venus (HereusKulzer)**

The colour standards are arranged in three groups - 15 standard shade tabs, three for evaluation of translucency and two for bleached structures [12].

**Shade guides for soft tissues in the cranial-facial area**

The use of a universal pink shade cannot reproduce the colour characteristics of gingival tissues [10].

The colour space in gingival tissues has a bigger spectrum than that for dental structures, where the value and hue have wider borders and the Chroma narrower. The colour of the restoration’s base, be it fixed or removable, can be reproduced using a standard or individually manufactured shade guide. With the usage of the later individual characteristics of soft tissues can be highlighted [12].

Most frequently used standard shade guides for soft tissues in dentistry are Lucitone 199, Dentsply Trubute and Ivoclar Plus Gingiva indicator [37].

Alongside the main characteristics of colour – value, hue and Chroma, important aspects of shade matching procedures for soft tissues include the size, shape and thickness of the restorations as well as the ethnic background of the patient.

**Shade guides for facial prosthodontics**

The accurate recreation of individual colour characteristics of soft tissues in the facial area requires the usage of shade guides developed for facial prostheses. Although the colour range of human skin is wide, there are no universally accepted shade guides for facial prosthodontics [9].

Over proposes a 7 step silicon guide and points out that one of the most important aspects in such restorations is the construction’s depth [37]. Godoy develops an acrylic guide consisting of 7 shade tabs [7].

**Clinically (individually) fabricated shade guides**

It is not always possible to determine the colour match between the natural dentition and commercially available shade guides [12, 26]. The individually fabricated shade guides have the advantage that they are made from the material which will be used for the final restoration [33]. As an additional advantage, there is the possibility to create several options with variable thickness, surface structure, glaze and individualization of different colour characteristics.

Colour determination is an important factor in satisfying the aesthetic medical-biological indicator of different types of prosthetic treatments in both adult and paediatric patients [38, 39, 40].

**CONCLUSION**

Colour dimensions of dental structures and their reconstruction have its place in achieving a harmonious dentition. Shade guides for soft tissues and facial prosthodontics should be further developed. The accurate recreation of colour dimensions in an important step for achieving a harmonious dentition. The dentist has a plethora of options concerning shade matching for hard tooth substances (i.e. white aesthetics). The development of shade guides follows the logical and technical progress, with its peak – the creation of Vita Linear Guide.

Soft tissue aesthetics (i.e. pink aesthetics) and the recreation of skin colour is still an underdeveloped area with little to none existing shade guides. Further research is needed in order to create a universally accepted and applicable colour standard for these cases.
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